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Online mentoring of Cambodia TESOL 
research grant recipients from ASEAN 

countries 
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Project Overview 
 
 
 

“In addition to receiving financial assistance, each research grant 
recipient is matched with an experienced research partner from 
another country. Partners communicate through email and / or Skype 
and offer help to the extent they feel appropriate. The role of peer 
mentor is to facilitate in any way possible to help researchers write 
good academic papers. The main purpose is to support and network 
the research grant recipients with more experienced researchers who 
could help the grant recipients’ paper reach a standard suitable for an 
academic publication.” 
 
IDP Regional Research Grants Guidelines, 2013 



Cambodia TESOL 
• Started in 2004 with around 150 Delegates 
• Has grown to 1700 delegates in 2014 
• Implemented a full day research symposium in 2014 
• Implemented a research grant and mentoring program in 2013 
• Invited internationally recognized speakers in the field of TESOL 
           - Yulin Sun, Barbara Seidelhoffer, Brian Paltridge, Sue O’Connell 



Cambodia TESOL Research Grant Recipients 2013 

8 Early career academics 
from: 
 
• Cambodia 
• Vietnam 
• Myanmar 
• The Philippines 
• Indonesia 
 
Working online with a 
mentor in Australia to write 
and present 6 quantitative 
research papers 



Cambodia TESOL Research Grant Recipients Topics 

Research Topics covered a 
diverse area including:  
 
• Attitudes toward ESP for 

Law in Cambodia 
• Writing Problems 
• Primary Teachers Issues 
• Teacher Adoption of 

Technology   
• Collaborative Learning 
• Speaking motivation 

through Drama 
Techniques 

 



Group Discussion  

Challenges of Peer Mentoring Treatments or Solutions 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Group Discussion - Feedback  
Challenges of Peer Mentoring Treatments or Solutions 

• Synchronous Communication 
 
 

 
• Poor/slow internet connections 

 
 

• Familiarity with social media 
 
• Time management 

 
 
 

• Keeping track of emails etc. 

• Adopted asynchronous 
communication via email, Facebook 
and Google+ 

 
• Option of feedback via MS word and 

track changes or video feedback 
 

• Multiple platforms used  
 

• Scaffolded tasks – Research paper 
feedback in sections, project 
management framework 
 

• Microsoft OneNote 



Cultural Dimensions 

High vs Low Context Cultures 
 
• Engaging a high context culture to follow low context research practices 
• Letting go – let it be what it will be (bamboo metaphor) 
• Broadening the definition of success to engage researchers 

“[The researchers] recognized the need for a broad definition of 
research activity that includes both completed and incomplete, or 
even discontinued, projects. The concept of research success was 
refined by considering the distinct dimensions of research 
productivity, efficiency, and focus (Santucci, et al. 2008, p. 494)” 



Project  Methodology 
 
 
 
 
 



Project  Management Framework Phases: 
 
• Initiating 
• Planning 
• Controlling 
• Executing 
• Closing 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Initiating Phase 
 
Researcher Contacts 
Communications - Survey 
Communication Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Initiating Phase – Communications Survey 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Initiating Phase – Communications Survey Results 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



Initiating Phase – Communication Google Circle   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://plus.google.com/u/0/stream/circles/pc1abcbb0bab113a


Initiating Phase – Communication Google Circle   
 
 Advantages: 
 
• Easy to secure to one group (i.e. researchers) 
• Easy to integrate video feedback 
• Integration with Gmail, YouTube, Google Docs 
 
Disadvantages: 
 
• Not as popular as Facebook 
• Not as easily shared as Facebook 

 



Initiating Phase – Communication Facebook 
   
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.facebook.com/CamTESOL2014Researchers?ref=hl


Initiating Phase – Communication Facebook  
 
 Advantages: 
 
• Popular 
• Open to likes and requests to join 
• Easy to promote the project to future prospective grant 

recipients – A few requests for information   
 
Disadvantages: 
 
• Not easy to secure 
• Less integration with other apps 

 



Communication via Skype  
 
Problem 
 
Skype problematic  
due to time differences  
and internet connections 
 
Treatment  
 
Created  
Screencast feedback  
and directions using  
Screencast-O-Matic ® 
Uploaded these to Google 
And Facebook 
 
 

 



 Planning - Project Timeline 

Planning/Initiation 

•Draft project timeline 
•Seek feedback. 
•Draft communication plan. 
•Seek feedback on plan 
•Initiate communication plan. 

 

Executing 
•Read abstracts and provide feed back. 
•Read drafts and provide feedback. 
•Registration of Group Colloquium 

Controlling 
•Provide sponsor feedback/reports at the end of each 

month. 
•Alert sponsor when deadlines are not being met 

Closing • Prepare Colloquium Presentation 
• Give feedback on final drafts for 

publication 



Controlling – Project Sponsor Updates 



Controlling – Project Sponsor Updates 



Controlling – One Note Records of Researchers’ Correspondences 



Controlling – Comments on drafts 





2015 Mentoring Project – Broadened Scope 

• Mentoring Research Grant Recipients 
• Co-authorship  
• Sydney TESOL Symposium 
• Open Source Learning Management System (LMS) 
• Two Communities of Practice: 

• Sydney University TESOL Symposium – Mentors 
• CamTESOL Reseach Symposium – Grant Recipients, et al. 

 



2015 Mentoring Project –  Open Source LMS “Versal” 



2015 Mentoring Project –  Open Source LMS “Versal” 



Project title: 
Features of academic writing in students’ 
research proposals and the influence of 

intensive writing training on their 
performances 

Researcher: Thi Thu Ha 
Nguyen  

 
(Hanoi National University of 

Education, Vietnam) 

Mentor & co-author: Emily 
Edwards  

 
(UNSW & UTS: Insearch, 

Australia) 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
INTROI’d like to briefly introduce the project I’m working on to co-author with a Vietnamese teacher researcher, Thi Thu Ha, who works at the Hanoi National University of Education. My name is Emily and I’m a PhD student at UNSW, as well as a teacher and course developer at UTS:Insearch.Ha’s project has the following title:…CONTEXTI’ll quickly describe the context of Ha’s research. She’s working with 4th year students at the Faculty of English at her university, who previously studied a ‘Second Language Research’ course in their 2nd year. Having completed this course, the students must then write up a research proposal, and students must then submit a graduation thesis in order to graduate (or take an exam). So the research proposal is very important, but Ha has noticed that academic writing is often problematic for these students, especially certain features.PURPOSESo, the purpose of this study is to investigate features of academic writing in students’ research proposals, and analyse the effect of a short training course in the 4th year to boost their performance in the thesis proposal. The specific features that we’re focusing on are nominalization and lexical density. The project also involves creating materials to raise students’ awareness and enhance academic writing. 



Our project planning 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCHEDULEOne of the main ways a mentor can assist is in planning and ensuring we’re working in the right direction towards goals – even if these are not always met on time!DATA COLLECTIONIncludes: Calculating LD and analysing use of nominalization in students’ proposals after taking the Second Language Research course but before the intensive training, and then the same after the intensive trainingInterviews with students before and after the intensive training to gain insights into their needs and the challenges they face in academic writing, as well as how their use of academic features has developedTIMELINEAt the moment Ha is designing the materials for the intensive training course, which will take place in September. She’ll conduct interviews before the course, and also later on in January when the students are required to submit their final research proposals.We’re currently working on reviewing the relevant literature, especially studies that have analysed nominalization and lexical density from a Systemic Functional Linguistic perspective – a framework we will probably also adopt for our analysis. We are also working on our CamTESOL abstract, and look forward to the presenting and publishing our work next year.



Our mentoring process 
1) Informal ‘needs analysis’ 

2) Method and frequency 
of communication 

3) Sensitivity to 
researcher’s needs – 
support but not too much 
pressure! 

4) Creating professional 
relationships 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Initial informal ‘needs analysis’Key question to ask at the start = What has researcher done so far and in what ways can I help?First few weeks -> I worked out what Ha’s focus and research plan way, wrote it into my own words and have asked her to check the accuracy of an update on our progress a couple of weeks agoHa’s research seemed clear and well planned – so I followed her requests -> the first one was to find some relevant literature as she felt she didn’t have enoughWorking out methods/frequency of communication As Darren has mentioned, there are many ways of communicating, and the aim is to find which one best supports the researcherFor us, email seems to be working well – it allows space for the other person to think and take their time in replyingWe are in email contact once every 7-10 daysSensitivity to researcher’s needsSupport without too much pressure!After a few weeks, I felt I was maybe bombarding Ha with too much information and too many emails, so I told her honestly in an email that I was worried about this, and that she should tell me if she felt too much pressure! She replied that she found the pressure motivating – but I’m still careful to leave a few days before replying to her emails so she doesn’t feel she needs to reply straight away either.Creating professional connections/relationshipsOne of the main benefits of this program I think is the collaboration – learning from and with  someone else in a different contextGreat to extend professional network – hopefully Ha and I can meet at CamTESOL or another conference – could lead to collaborative research



Questions and Discussion 
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